UNDERWRITERS

CORPORATE

Raffle Sponsor
$50,000
Sewell Automotive Companies

Beverage/Cocktail Party Sponsor
$10,000
Frost Bank

Entertainment Sponsor
Deno Taglioli & Emerald City Band

Special Occasions Book Sponsor
Ussery Printing

Auction Website Sponsor
Medical City Children’s Hospital - $1,000

INDIVIDUAL UNDERWRITEERS

Diamond Underwriter - $100,000
Scott Everett and Stacey Everett

Platinum Underwriter - $20,000
Rajani Kapu ‘90 and Russ Haden

Gold Underwriter - $10,000
Kathy and Harlan Crow
Elizabeth and Paul Dougan
Gerald J. Ford Family Foundation,
Gerald and Kelli Ford, Trustees
Rosalind Redfern Grover ‘59
Kalene and Matt McGraner
Abigail and Andrew Sinwell
Heather Hill Washburne ‘90 and
Ray Washburne

Silver Underwriter - $5,000
Dawn and Toby Grove
Haseena Enu and Randall Hulme
Debby and Webb Spradley

Bronze Underwriter - $2,500
Kathryn Munson Beach ‘94 and
Gentry Beach
Kimberley Elting and Stewart Cohen
Jodie and Scott Hastings
Colleen and David Hayes
Hongyu Chen and Richard Pan
Meredith Lewis Perry ‘02 and Griffin Perry
Barbara Glazer Rosenblatt ‘75 and
Randall Rosenblatt
Nicole Ginsburg Small ‘91 and Justin Small

Jade Underwriter - $1,000
Trudy Slater Best ’50 and Charles Best
Carla and Dylan Bolden
Gillian and David Cho
Ana Katherine and Gene Curry
Jeanne Marie and Paul Daggett
Peggy Simmons Dear ‘58
Jessica Werner Epperson ’96 and
Doug Epperson
Liz Cullum Helfrich ’98 and Jeff Helfrich
Cathy Xu and Huawen Jin
Julie and Rob Little
Theresa Chung and Jason Park
Marcia and Bill Rafkin
Priya and Veeral Rathod
Amanda and Charles Shufeldt
Rachel Hay Spradley ’06 and
Jonathan Ben-Horin
Betty and Brian Schultz
Lauren and Jason Sutherland
Laura and Bryan Trubey
Noreen and Beck Weathers

Pearl Underwriter - $600
Lindsay and Jehan Akhtar
Wasan and Kasim Alfalahi
Bonner Mead Allen ’94 and Thomas Allen
Kim and Nevin Bannister
Audrey and Joel Bines
Megan and John Burkhart
Linda Hou and David Chen
Cynthia Miranda and Daniel Costa
Stacy and Bronson Crouch
UNDERWRITERS

Angela Ruble and Tiffany Cuban
Mona and Nilesh Dave
Stacey and Alex Duran
Alison and David Elmquist
Kristen and Mitchell Fagelman
Wanda Geirhart and Dean Fearing
Brandi and Tony Finazzo
Fitstar Physical Therapy -
   Danaree and Alex Allgood
Landy Elliott ’92 and Alex Fox
Carol and Mark Goglia
Abby and Michael Gregory
Rajashri and Amit Guttigoli
Elizabeth and Todd Howard
Changcheng Li and Kaifeng Hu
Julie and David Kim
Vani and Matthew Konda
Susan Watts and Gregory Kozielec
Dianna and Michael Levy
Summer Liu and Qiuyang Li
Allyson and Hays Lindsley
Shana Rosenheck and Kirk Lodes
Whitney and Tom Madine
Mona and Raj Malik
Mika and Rex Manaster
Nina and Rob McDonald
Elizabeth and Darin McNeil
Anna and Brad McPhail
Kruni and Sanjay Mehta
Peggy Black ’81 and Dan Meyer
Teresa Mugica de Montana
Sarah and Mark Murray
Kristin Pittman Ortega ’97 and
   Aaron Ortega

Patricia Patterson ’57
Mary and Ron Perrotta
Shika Sethi and Ganesh Raj
Heather Hays and Jeff Roberts
Amy and Andy Ryser
Meagan and Chris Sells
Lauren and Jason Sutherland
Daphne and Lyndon Taylor
Sherri and Glenn Thurman
Beth and Cary Truelove
Julia Wignall and Enis Tuncer
Jenna Brasch Woodberry ’82 and
   Seth Woodberry
Katie Mullen and Erik Vachon
Carmen and Andrew Yung

Plaid Underwriter - $200
(Faculty Tickets)
Bonner Mead Allen ’94 and Thomas Allen
Kim and Nevin Bannister
Carrie and Sanjay Bhasin
Shonn and Clarence Brown
Peggy Simmons Dear ’58
Yvette Ostolaza and Peter Dewar
Talley Dunn ’86
Jaime Crowley English ’03
Wanda Geirhart and Dean Fearing
Janice and John Fedorko
Lara Johnson and David Gerber
Denise Zook and Steven Glazer
Anne and Victor Gomez
Rajashri and Amit Guttigoli
Karin and Daniel Hoverman
Natalie “Schatzie” H. Lee ’55